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Depicted as an insular and forbidding police state with an "insane" dictator at its helm, North
Korea—charter member of Bush's "Axis of Evil"—is a country the U.S. loves to hate. Now the
CIA says it possesses nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons, as well as long-range missiles
capable of delivering them to America's West Coast.But, as Bruce Cumings demonstrates in this
provocative, lively read, the story of the U.S.-Korea conflict is more complex than our leaders or
our news media would have us believe. Drawing on his extensive knowledge of Korea, and on
declassified government reports, Cumings traces that story, from the brutal Korean War to the
present crisis. Harboring no illusions regarding the totalitarian Kim Jong Il regime, Cumings
nonetheless insists on a more nuanced approach. The result is both a counter-narrative to the
official U.S. and North Korean versions and a fascinating portrayal of North Korea, a country that
suffers through foreign invasions, natural disasters, and its own internal contradictions, yet
somehow continues to survive.
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through a country he had always known, but could not now remember, a rocky country.... He was
both fleeing and seeking, and, in his dream, the time was running out. There was a high wall
ahead of him, a high, stone wall . . . as he ran or as he was propelled, he was weighed down and
made sick by the certainty that he had forgotten—forgotten—what? some secret, some duty,
that would save him. . . . And now he knew that his enemy was upon him. Salt burned his eyes.
He dared not turn; in terror he pressed himself against the rough, wet wall, as though a wall
could melt or could be entered. He had forgotten—what? how to escape or how to defeat his
enemy.James Baldwin, Another CountryPREFACEJUDGING FROM OUR media, North Korea is
the country every American loves to hate—beginning with President George W. Bush, who
made it a charter member of his “axis of evil” and hoped to “topple” it. CNN never fails to
introduce a story on the North using film clips of soldiers goose-stepping through Pyongyang.1 It
is led by Kim Jong Il, diagnosed by the well-known expert Greta van Sustern to be “insane or
diabolical.” The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) says it possesses one or two nuclear
weapons, along with chemical and biological “weapons of mass destruction” (WMD) and long-
range missiles capable of delivering anything from atomic bombs to the smallpox virus along the
American West Coast. “What we don’t know is even worse,” or so we are told. A mimetic
American commentary unites diverse opinion on one point: this place is a rogue-terrorist-
communist-Stalinist-totalitarian-Oriental nightmare, America’s most loathed and feared “Other.”
The real mark of our continuous crises with the North, however, is the deafening absence of any
contrary argument; the one remaining self-proclaimed top-to-bottom alternative to neoliberalism
and globalization is anathema to everyone, progressives as well. Americans wish Kim Jong Il’s
socialism-in-one-family would just go away, the sooner the better.North Korea has been around
for a long time, however, and contrary to media punditry, we know a lot about it—and so does
our government. An internal CIA study2 almost grudgingly acknowledged various achievements
of this regime: compassionate care for children in general and war orphans in particular; “radical
change” in the position of women; genuinely free housing, free health care, and preventive
medicine; and infant mortality and life expectancy rates comparable to the most advanced



countries until the recent famine. A number of other recent books, based on captured North
Korean documents or secret materials from the former Soviet Union and China, make this a
knowable country, as fascinating as it is repellent, as formidable as it is unique and
idiosyncratic.North Korea does not exist alone, in a vacuum, even if the regime’s inveterate
solipsism would make you think otherwise. It cannot be understood apart from a terrible
fratricidal war that has never ended, the guerrilla struggle against Japanese imperialism in the
1930s, its initial emergence as a state in 1945, its fraught relationship with the South, its brittle
and defensive reaction to the end of the Cold War and the collapse of the Soviet Union, and its
interminable daily struggle with the United States of America. On September 8, 1945, U.S.
combat troops first occupied Korea; three months later the commander of the Occupation, Gen.
John Reed Hodge, “declared war” on the communist party (the one in the southern zone), and in
the spring of 1946, he issued his first warning to Washington of an impending North Korean
invasion. If our postwar occupation of Iraq follows Korea’s pattern, the country will be divided
(probably into three parts, not two), five years later a civil war will erupt and millions will die but
nothing will be solved, and in the 2060s, nearly 40,000 American troops will still be there,
holding the line against the evil enemy (whoever he might be), with a new war possible at any
moment. We have been locked in a dangerous, unending, but ultimately futile and failed
embrace with North Korea since Dean Rusk consulted a map around midnight on the day after
we obliterated Nagasaki with an atomic bomb, and etched a border no one had ever noticed
before at the 38th parallel.In our time, more than a decade of dangerous cat-and-mouse
diplomacy has now passed between the United States and North Korea, with Pyongyang
playing the hole card of its nuclear program and its missiles, and successive American
presidents stumbling about to react and respond. In the new century the North doesn’t want the
United States out of Korea, in spite of regime propaganda, but wants us to stay involved, to deal
with a new and threatening strategic environment since the collapse of the Soviet Union (which
abruptly abandoned the North in 19913), to help the country through its current difficult
transition, and to keep the South from swallowing it. Sooner or later an American president will
come to understand this, the crisis will end, embassies will be exchanged, and Americans will
begin to enjoy touring this beautiful Hermit Kingdom and meeting its unknown but warm, proud,
and dignified people.In this slim volume I have tried to write for the reader who wishes to learn
about our eternal Korean enemy. The experience of recent years, however, makes me wonder if
Americans can ever transcend their own experience and join a world of profound difference.
When all your truths are self-evident and when the fondest hope of foreigners from Azerbaijan to
Zimbabwe is to become a citizen of your country, it is difficult to understand that not everyone in
the world wants to be an American. Our history is one of launching out on missions to transform
the world—in the contemporary case, “to rid the world of evil”—followed by inevitably chastened
returns to a continental homeland that is fundamentally sufficient unto itself. The commanding
interpretation of this back-and-forth phenomenon is Louis Hartz’s classic, The Liberal Tradition
in America. At the end of the book he hoped—it was only a hope—that Americans would find



that “spark of philosophy” enabling them to live comfortably with a world very different from
American imaginings.My interest in North Korea succeeded my long involvement with South
Korea, which I first got to know in the Peace Corps many moons ago. I have no sympathy for the
North, which is the author of most of its own troubles, specializes in self-defeating behavior,
treats like children the masses of its own population unlucky enough to be excluded from the
elite, and indulges in such stereotypical hero worship, grandiose exaggeration, and wretched
excess as to make even a scholar of East Asia reach for dusty old tomes with titles like “Oriental
Despotism.” But on my infrequent visits to the country, I have been happy—in trying to fathom an
undeniable difference, in getting to know ordinary people who say and do the same things
ordinary people do in the South, in meeting highly skilled officials who have taken the measure
of our leaders more than once, and in not hearing my Calvinist conscience tell me it’s all my fault.
It is their country, for better or worse—another country. I don’t feel a responsibility for what goes
on there, except perhaps the significant responsibility that all Americans share for the garrison
state that emerged on the ashes of our truly terrible destruction of the North half a century ago (it
is our fault?).New work by excellent younger scholars has enabled me to go beyond my previous
publications that have dealt with the North. Indeed, so much new work and new information has
spilled out that I cannot avoid citing it, in succinct footnotes that also refer to a short list of
suggestions for further reading. One of the virtues of getting older is being around a long time,
as Yogi Berra might say, and so it is the rare book on North Korea that has escaped my attention.
The ones I list at the end are, in my opinion, reliable and grounded studies, most of them quite
recent. A growing periodical literature on the North has also appeared in mainstream
publications such as The New Yorker, The New York Review of Books, and Vanity Fair, and
magazines such as Newsweek, Time, The Economist, and U.S. News and World Report. With
the occasional exception, most of it is uninformative, unreliable, often sensationalized, and
generally fails to educate instead of deceive the public. Given the mimetic nature of our media,
the same stories circulate endlessly; often they are contemporary variations on the same old
tales that have been around since North Korea became our enemy sixty years ago: they’re about
to attack the South, their leader is nuts, their people are brainwashed, the regime will implode or
explode. Literally for half a century, the South Korean intelligence services have bamboozled
one American reporter after another by parading their defectors (real and fake), grinding the
Pyongyang rumor mill, or parlaying fibs that even a moment’s investigation in a good library
would expose.The canard I liked best was Kim Il Sung’s brain tumor, because you could see it
right there on the back of his neck, a round boil that began as a golf ball and mestasticized to a
baseball, eating away at the very gray matter designated by North Korean scribes as “the
supreme brain of the nation.” Thirty years ago amusement parks in Seoul would have Kim Il
Sung stick figures to throw baseballs at, with the biggest prize given for hitting the boil;
cartoonists liked to draw flies buzzing around it. One year he was in Bucharest for brain surgery,
the next he was in Budapest for radiation treatment, but alas, nothing could stop the tumor from
eating away at his demented mind. This boil was a calcium deposit that Koreans call a hok,



usually the result of childhood malnutrition. It wasn’t very becoming to the Great Leader, so
North Korean photographers always shot him from the left, while communist photographers
elsewhere enjoyed taking a bead on it on it from the right. Kim Il Sung died of natural causes at
the age of 82.4If sympathy is impossible to extend to the North, how about empathy? Probably
not, most readers may say; they don’t deserve it. Perhaps they’re right. But empathy for the
underdog is something I can’t help, being a lifelong fan of the Cleveland Indians. In Dispatches,
Michael Herr has Victor Charlie up there in the mountains, strapped to his artillery gun as he
fires off his shots, then disappearing back deep into the cave, the gun mounted on rails; the
beleaguered Americans at Khe San call in airpower, artillery, napalm; they try to jam a few
thousand tons of ordnance down the mouth of that cave. Then they wait, and wait, and finally
Victor Charlie roars up to the demolished aperture and fires off his last shot—and the Marines
shout and applaud. That’s what I feel when the North Koreans refuse to collapse and go away,
and tell us where to get off for the umpteenth time: we may not need it, but we do deserve it.In
human rights circles, the easiest thing has always been to look one way and condemn the
communists, while ignoring the reprehensible behavior of our allies, that is, U.S. support for
dictators who make Kim Jong Il look enlightened (the Saudis, for example). It is much harder to
weigh a diverse and complicated world that will ultimately never respond to our ministrations and
be what we want it to be, and learn instead to live in it—and with it—
nevertheless.ACKNOWLEDGMENTSAndre Schiffrin first suggested this book to me and I thank
him for that, and for his superb editorial guidance. Jonathan Shainin of the New Press offered
friendly direction and expertise. Andrew Hudak and his colleagues at Westchester Book
Services provided excellent copy-editing. Prof. Jun Yoo of the University of Hawaii gave me help
with sources, and Dr. Balazs Szalontai was a rich source of new information on the Democratic
People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK). Prof. Andrei Lankov was kind enough to send me his new
book just as I began writing. Former students of mine, Prof. Michael Shin of Cornell and Prof.
Charles Armstrong of Columbia, and a current doctoral student, Suzy Kim, have taught me
much about North Korea. In 2002–2003 Selig Harrison and I co-organized a Task Force on U.S.
Korea Policy, involving many scholars and former government officials. I learned much from our
discussions, and thank all of the participants. I would like to thank The Nation, The Bulletin of
Atomic Scientists, Current History, and Le Monde Diplomatique for publishing articles of mine on
North Korea over the past decade, some of which I draw upon in this book. Meredith Woo-
Cumings made it possible for me to work long hours at the keyboard during an academic year
that was very busy for both of us; our sons, Ian and Ben, always make both of our lives full and
rich. All mistakes and errors, of course, are my responsibility.I would like to dedicate this book to
a lasting peace between Americans and the people of both Koreas.Chapter OneWAR IS A
STERN TEACHERWar is a stern teacher. So revolutions broke out in city after city.... What used
to be described as a thoughtless act of aggression was now regarded as the courage one would
expect to find in a party member; to think of the future and wait was merely another way of
saying one was a coward; any idea of moderation was just an attempt to disguise one’s unmanly



character.Thucydides, History of the Pelopponesian WarIN A CLASSIC article in 1941, Harold
Lasswell defined “the Garrison State” as one in which “the specialists on violence are the most
powerful group in society.” North Korea has perfected Lasswell’s idea: it is, above all else, the
most astounding garrison state in the world. The DPRK Constitution calls for “arming all the
populace [and] turning the entire country into a fortress.” In a citizenry of 23 million, one million
are in the military, six million in the reserves, and almost all adult men and women have had
significant military experience. The CIA estimated in 1978 that 12 percent of males between 17
and 49 are in the regular armed service, “a level exceeded only by Israel,”1 but the percentage of
the population in the armed forces steadily increased from 1980 into the 1990s, moving from
about 30 per 1,000 people (where it had been for much of the 1960s and 1970s) to 48 per 1,000
in 1991. Annual defense expenditures, however, moved up only incrementally in the 1980s, from
about $1.3 billion in 1981 to $2 billion in 1990.2 Military service is a compulsory eight years for
men at age 18; they are not allowed to go on home leave or see their families until six years have
passed. Only a few letters to and from home are permitted each year. (Of course the North’s
military often looks more like a vast construction brigade than a state of the art military force; at
any given time about half a million soldiers are detailed to construction work, harvesting, and the
like.) The North has nearly 15,000 underground installations related to national security,
including jet plane hangars, tank revetments, and arms factories; it has burrowed deep into the
earth and the mountains to build hardened concrete shelters to survive nuclear attack, and the
government spends 30 cents of every dollar in its budget to defend the country.Huge numbers of
women serve six-year terms in the military. Paek Yi joined the KPA (Korean People’s Party) when
she was seventeen, and she remained in the military for six years. During that entire period she
did not take a leave, go home, or speak with her parents. She received and sent letters to her
family. Her day began at 5:00 A.M. when she washed up, did calisthenics, and had inspections
before breakfast, which was served at 7:30. Then came political education for two hours, two
hours of military instruction, lunch, then various duties until dinner at seven o’clock in the
evening. After dinner the soldiers watched TV, played musical instruments (the army issued
guitars and violins to everyone in her unit), and held singing competitions, before lights out at
10:00 P.M. Her unit raised various vegetables and made kimch’i, but the only meat available was
pork. She left the army when her six-year term expired and went home to get married. 3Why is it
a garrison state? Primarily because of the holocaust that the North experienced during the
Korean War. The fiftieth anniversary of the presumed end of that war came and went in July
2003, but the war is still not over and appears unlikely to be resolved anytime soon. We remain
technically at war with North Korea. The armistice signed on July 27, 1953, stilled the guns, but it
brought no formal peace. Instead the Korean War is one of the longest-running conflicts
remaining in the world, perhaps the longest in its yearly continuity—even if we have conflicts in
the Middle East and the Balkans that have far more ancient roots. The longevity and insolubility
of the Korean conflict makes it the best example in the world of how easy it is to get into a war
and how hard it is to get out. American troops arrived in southern Korea in September 1945, and



37,000 of them are still there today, long after the Cold War ended and the Soviet Union
collapsed. More daunting, war could come again, and very quickly. The North Korean population
is constantly drilled to prepare for war, indeed for anything—including nuclear attack. It all goes
back to the eruption of this war in June 1950.The Korean War was clearly a war, but of what
kind? A conventional war of aggression was the answer in the 1950s and again in the 1990s:
“another Munich” according to Truman and “Stalin’s war” according to researchers of Soviet
documents unearthed after 1991. All blame goes to the Russians and the North Koreans. This
point of agreement requires the war to begin on June 25, 1950, and only then; clearly there was
an invasion of the South by the North (the whole world knew that on June 26, 1950). There you
have it: an open-and-shut case of aggression. Beyond that Washington-forged consensus, the
reigning trope consigns this war to oblivion: a forgotten war. The war’s having vanished at home
explains the experience of a North Korean official who came to New York on Olympic business
in the 1980s, finding that people could barely recall when the Korean War occurred, that cab
drivers thought communists ran South Korea (since human rights were so violated), and that
Americans were friendly and innocent of the antagonism he expected to find. He rightly called it
a form of amnesia but thought it might be useful in starting a new relationship.Still, this is a way
to think about the Korean War. By calling the Korean conflict a “forgotten war,” we both name it,
and we remember it—a paradox: What is it that we are remembering to forget? We do not
remember history but particular verdicts, integral to and shaped by the raucous domestic politics
of the 1950s, and especially McCarthyism. The war is forgotten and buried. But what is the
epitaph on the American tombstone? The tombstone has two messages: for the Truman Cold
War liberal, Korea was a success, “the limited war.” For the MacArthur conservative, Korea was a
failure: the first defeat in American history, more properly a stalemate, and in any case the result
proved that there was “no substitute for victory.” The problem for Gen. Douglas MacArthur’s
epitaph is that if MacArthur saw no substitute for victory, he likewise saw no limit on victory: each
victory begged another war. The problem for the Truman liberal is that the limited war got rather
unlimited in late 1950.So we need another verdict: a split decision—the first Korean War, the war
for the South in the summer of 1950, was a success. The second war, the war for the North, was
a failure. In this manner Secretary of State Dean Acheson produced a schizophrenic epitaph: the
decision to defend South Korea was the finest hour of the Truman presidency. The decision to
march to the Yalu occasioned “an incalculable defeat to US foreign policy and destroyed the
Truman administration,” this was “the worst defeat . . . since Bull Run” (another interesting
analogy). However, Acheson assumed that the latter happened not to him but to his bête noire.
He squares the circle by blaming it all on MacArthur, and mainstream historiography has
squared the circle in the same way. The Korean War happened during the height of the
McCarthy period, and it was the handiwork of Dean Acheson and Harry Truman. Senator
Joseph McCarthy attacked both, and so the experience of the war disappeared in the shaping of
the Cold War consensus: Truman and Acheson were the good guys. Cold War debate was
almost always between the middle and the Right, the consensus anchored by the McCarthys on



one end and the Achesons or Hubert Humphreys on the other. Furthermore the Korean War is
no icon for the conservative or the liberal, it merely symbolized an absence, mostly a forgetting,
but also a never-knowing. The result is a kind of hegemony of forgetting, in which almost
everything to do with the war is buried history in the United States.The forgetting perhaps has a
deeper reason, one found in the pathological realm of amnesia: as the intimations of American
decline multiplied in the 1980s and early 1990s, so did nostalgia for the 1950s. Reagan was the
first two-term president since Eisenhower. His smiling persona drew on Ike’s public mastery, and
Reaganites made frank comparisons with that quintessentially Republican era. If this rerun had a
B-movie and even a Brumairean first-time tragedy, second-time farce quality to it for Reagan’s
detractors, it clearly drew on a wellspring of mass nostalgia for a lost time when American was
Number One. Subsequently Newt Gingrich nominated 1955 as the year when the American
Dream hit its apogee. The Korean War is errant counterpoint to these rosy memories, and so it
vanishes.But there is still a nagging problem: unlike Saddam Hussein invading Kuwait, or Bush
invading Iraq, Koreans invaded Korea. What do we make of that? In the midst of the terrible
crisis in December 1950 that ineluctably followed upon the American decision to invade the
North, another view surfaced: that of Richard Stokes, the British Minister of Works, who intuited
this paradox. The 38th parallel decision in 1945, taken unilaterally by Americans, was “the
invitation to such a conflict as has in fact arisen”:In the American Civil War the Americans would
never have tolerated for a single moment the setting up of an imaginery [sic] line between the
forces of North and South, and there can be no doubt as to what would have been their re-action
if the British had intervened in force on behalf of the South. This parallel is a close one because
in America the conflict was not merely between two groups of Americans, but was between two
conflicting economic systems as is the case in Korea.4Ever since 1950, this civil war analogy
has been like a Rumplestiltskin for the official American view: say it and the logic collapses, the
interpretation loses its power. But Stokes carried his argument one step further—not just a civil
war, but a war between two conflicting social and economic systems. It is precisely that Korean
conflict which continues today, with the United States using every resource at its command to
support the economic system of the South (even if in somewhat altered form after the $70 billion
bailout in late 1997, in return for reforms stage-managed by Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin),
and the North going it alone after 1991, with an utterly different economic conception—one of
manifest and cruelly diminishing returns for the past twenty years, but nonetheless a stark
alternative to the South.Stokes happened to have been right: the longevity of the conflict finds its
reason in the essential nature of this war, the thing we need to know first: it was a civil war, a war
fought by Koreans, for Korean goals. Koreans know this war in their bones as a fratricidal
conflict. If Americans have trouble reflecting on this “forgotten war” as a conflict primarily fought
among Koreans, for Korean goals, they should hearken to the great chroniclers of their own civil
war. That distant war was the last war to rage back and forth across American territory. Six
hundred thousand Americans lost their lives in it, more than the total number of American deaths
in all the wars of the twentieth century, from World Wars I and II through Korea and Vietnam. The



civil war pitted brother against brother, son against father, mother against herself. Memories of
that war lasted so long that a bitter controversy about the flag of the Confederacy that flew over
the South Carolina statehouse only ended in the year 2000. I first went to the South when I was
twelve years old, to spend some time with relatives in Memphis, and my shock at seeing
segregationist Jim Crow laws in action was only slightly greater than my shock at finding out I
was a Yankee—almost a century after the war ended.Consider this: in June 1950 the veteran
industrialist Pak Hŭngsik showed up in Japan and gave an interview to The Oriental Economist,
published the day before the war began. Described as an adviser to the Korean Economic
Mission, he was also said to have “a circle of friends and acquaintances among the
Japanese” (a bit of an understatement; Pak was widely thought to be the most notorious
collaborator with the colonial regime, and his factories fueled the Japanese war effort). In the
years after Liberation, a lot of anti-Japanese feeling had welled up in Korea, Pak said, owing to
the return of “numerous revolutionists and nationalists.” Today, however, “there is hardly any
trace of it.” Instead, the Republic of Korea (ROK) “is acting as a bulwark of peace” at the 38th
parallel, and “the central figures in charge of national defense are mostly graduates of the former
Military College of Japan.” Korea and Japan “are destined to go hand in hand, to live and let live,”
and thus bad feelings should be “cast overboard.”The Japanese should buy Korean raw
materials, he said, of which there was an “almost inexhaustible supply,” including tungsten and
graphite; the Koreans will then buy “as much as possible” of Japanese merchandise and
machinery. They will also invite Japanese technical help with Korea’s textile, glass, chemical,
and machine industries. Pak himself owned a company that was an agent for Ford Motors: “[W]e
are scheduled to start producing cars jointly in Korea before long.” The problem today, Pak said,
was the unfortunate one that “an economic unity is lacking whereas in prewar days Japan,
Manchuria, Korea and Formosa [Taiwan] economically combined to make an organic whole.”
Pak Hŭng-sik was the embodiment of the Japanese colonial idea—having been born a Korean
his only unfortunate, but not insurmountable, fate. Between him and Kim Il Sung, the only
question was who killed whom.It was the Vietnam War, of course, that Americans perceive as a
civil war, and that got so deeply under the American skin. Ever since its conclusion in 1975, the
party of forgetting, hoping “to put Vietnam behind us,” has contended with the party of memory, a
baby-boom generation seared to the core by a conflict that tore the body politic apart in the
1960s. But in the history of American foreign relations, the Korean War was far more important;
Vietnam was a mere follow-on to the logic established in 1950. It was the Korean War, not
Greece or Turkey or the Marshall Plan or Vietnam, that inaugurated historically unprecedented
defense budgets (the budget quadrupled from June to December 1950, from $13 billion to $54
billion, or more than $500 billion in current dollars) and built the national security state at home
and a far-flung archipelago of military base abroad, that transformed a limited containment
doctrine into a global crusade, and that ignited McCarthyism just as it seemed to fizzle, thereby
giving the Cold War its long run.KNOW YOUR ENEMYAmericans died in Korea because their
commanders had no idea who they were fighting. A disastrous misjudgment of Koreans began



right at the top, the day the war began. “I can handle it with one arm tied behind my back,”
MacArthur said; the next day he remarked to John Foster Dulles that if he could only put the First
Cavalry Division into Korea, “Why, heavens, you’d see these fellows scuddle up to the
Manchurian border so quick, you would see no more of them.” A few days later the
generalissimo thought he would turn the KPA around at Suwŏn, just south of Seoul. On June 29
it now appeared that two full divisions would be required, and two weeks into the war he called
for “the equivalent of not less than four to four and-a-half full strength infantry divisions.” By mid-
July he had developed some respect for the Koreans:The North Korean soldier must not be
underestimated. He is a tough opponent, well-led, combines the infiltration tactic of the
Japanese with the tank tactics of the Russian of World War II. He is able to march and maneuver
and to attack at night with cohesion which [MacArthur] has never been able to do. These are the
troops who served in China . . . [the] tank work is extremely efficient and skillful.5American GIs
were told, and believed, that as soon as Korean soldiers saw the whites of Yankee eyes, they
would turn tail and run. Press commentary from around the world expressed absolute shock that
the KPA was still rolling in early August; Times columnist Arthur Krock found it difficult to believe
that “the weakest of the satellites is licking hell out of us.”6 There was the added, troubling
postulate that these were puppet troops, fighting Stalin’s battles. A puzzled Dulles found the
North Koreans “fighting and dying, and indeed ruining the whole country, to the end that Russia
may achieve its Czarist ambitions.” Dean Rusk thought it important to find out how the Russians
get the satellites “to fight their actions” for them—“here was a technique which had been very
effective and it was not obvious how the success had been achieved.” There appeared to be a
“nationalist impetus,” too, so it would be well to figure out how the Russians “stimulate this
enthusiasm.”7Then there was an even more troubling fact: our Koreans would not fight. By May
1951 the South Koreans had left ten divisions worth of equipment on the battlefield, according to
Gen. Matthew Ridgway. A CIA agent on the scene later wrote that the entire South Korean
establishment, beginning with the president and high officers in the military, ran away “like
turpentined rats.”8 As late as 1969, Ridgway was still vexed by this conundrum, even though, as
he said, “My acquaintance with Orientals goes back to the mid-1920s.” (He might have added
that his experience included chasing down Sandino in Nicaragua.) 9 The North Koreans were
more “fanatical” fighters than the Chinese, he learned, yet the South Koreans were not good
soldiers: “I couldn’t help asking why. Why such a difference between the two when they were the
same otherwise.” He speculated that perhaps the KPA was using “dope,” but never found
evidence of it.10In the summer of 1950, basic knowledge about the KPA and its leaders was
treated as a revelation—for example, the majority of its soldiers had fought in the Chinese civil
war. Three months into the war, the New York Times found big news in a biography of Ch’oe
Yŏng-gŏn released by MacArthur’s headquarters: it discovered that he had fought with the
Chinese communists, placing him in Yanan in 1931 (no mean feat, three years before the Long
March). Also unearthed was the information that he was in overall command of the KPA, which
appeared to suggest that international communism was allowing the locals to run things (he had



been in command since 1948). Two days later the Times turned up the news that Mu Chŏng had
also fought in China, and that most of the KPA’s equipment had been sold to it by the Russians
in 1948. Ergo, “With its peculiar combination of fanaticism, politics and just plain rudimentary
fighting qualities of Orientals . . . [the KPA] is a strange one. Some observers believe that, in the
absence of good pre-war intelligence, we have just begun to learn about it.”11 Early on the
Times had found a queer tone in North Korean statements to the United Nations; they “had a
certain ring of passion” about them, as if they really believed what they were saying about
American imperialism. The Times’s own rendering of the “imposter” Kim Il Sung read as
follows:The titular leader of the North Korean puppet regime and ostensible commander of the
North Korean armies is Kim Il Sung, a 38-year old giant from South Korea, where he is wanted
as a fugitive from justice. His real name is supposed to be Kim Sung Chu, but he has renamed
himself after a legendary Korean revolutionary hero ... and many Koreans apparently still believe
that it is their “original” hero and not an imposter who rules in North Korea.12The ordinary reader
would believe that KPA soldiers were trouncing Americans and dying by the thousands, all for a
poseur with a hyperactive pituitary, a John Dillinger on the lam from august organs of justice in
Seoul.One thing that never seemed to give Americans pause, however, was the juxtaposition of
a widely assumed Korean barbarism against the KPA’s superior morale and fighting skills. By the
time of the Vietnam War, blatant racism was mostly the province of blowhards such as Curtis
LeMay, who enjoyed giving vent to his spleen about an Asia he could not control; in Korea it
suffused the political spectrum, from the the hard noses of the right wing to the polite society of
liberalism. Consider the judgment of the military editor of the Times, Hanson Baldwin, three
weeks into the war:We are facing an army of barbarians in Korea, but they are barbarians as
trained, as relentless, as reckless of life, and as skilled in the tactics of the kind of war they fight
as the hordes of Genghis Khan . . . They have taken a leaf from the Nazi book of blitzkreig and
are employing all the weapons of fear and terror.Chinese communists were reported to have
joined the fighting, he erred in saying, and not far behind might be “Mongolians, Soviet Asiatics
and a variety of races”—some of “the most primitive of peoples.” Elsewhere Baldwin likened the
Koreans to invading locusts; he ended by recommending that Americans be given “more
realistic training to meet the barbarian discipline of the armored horde.”13A few days later
Baldwin remarked that to the Korean, “[L]ife is cheap. Behind him stand the hordes of Asia.
Ahead of him lies the hope of loot.” What else “brings him shrieking on?”14 Mongolians, Asiatics,
Nazis, locusts, primitives, hordes, thieves—one would think Baldwin exhausted his bag of
analogies to capture a people invading their homeland and defending it against the world’s most
powerful army. But he came up with another for dealing with “the problem of the convinced
fanatic”: “In their extensive war against Russian partisans, the Germans found that the only
answer to guerrillas . . . was ‘to win friends and influence people’ among the civilian population.
The actual pacification of the country means just that.”Lest the reader think that I single out
Baldwin, whose military reporting on the war was often superb, listen to Telford Taylor, chief
counsel for war crimes at the Nuremberg Trials: “The traditions and practices of warfare in the



Orient are not identical with those that have developed in the Occident . . . individual lives are not
valued so highly in Eastern mores. And it is totally unrealistic of us to expect the individual
Korean soldier . . . to follow our most elevated precepts of warfare.”15 MacArthur opined that “the
Oriental dies stoically because he thinks of death as the beginning of life” (utterly baseless in the
secular Korean context); “the Oriental when dying folds his arms as a dove does its
wings.”16Perhaps these are people with no experience in Korea. Edgar Johnson, a former
Marshall Plan administrator in Korea, lambasted the “wild, adolescent chauvinism” of the North
Koreans in their “shocking, shameful, criminal invasion” of June 25; these were “half-crazed
automatons” in the orbit of “a monolithic slave-and-master world.” An American who had worked
in the occupation told the Far Eastern Economic Review that Koreans were “a hard, fierce and
cruel people,” possessed of “a ferociousness and wildness.” Korea was a “hotbed of scoundrels,
wildmen, semibarbarians.” American missionaries (whom you might think would know better),
thought that too much inbreeding had led to “an arrested mental development.” British sources
said that it was precisely the foreigners living in Korea (meaning mainly Americans) who
“entertain the lowest opinion of Korean intelligence, mores, ability, and industry.”17 In Ian
Fleming’s Goldfinger, written a decade later, a bull-necked Korean character named Oddjob
makes an appearance, famous for his ability to fling his steel-ringed hat at someone’s neck and
take their head off. Koreans have “no regard for human life,” Fleming wrote, and that’s why the
Japanese employed them: to get the “cruelest, most ruthless people in the world.”This
nauseating stew of racial stereotypes had the effect, for Americans high and low, of stirring
diverse peoples into what Benedict Anderson calls “a nameless sludge,” or accumulating them
under just one name (“gook”), as a way of “erasing nationness”—and thus erasing a people from
one’s consciousness: “[N]ationalism thinks in terms of historical destinies, while racism dreams
of eternal contaminations . . . outside history.”18 North Korea still remains “outside history” for
Americans, even today.In contrast to the war in Vietnam, barely a voice was raised against such
racism. In the summer of 1950, I found but a single article that found virtue in Koreans (other
than that the ROK was staunchly anticommunist, another mistaken stereotype if we speak of the
majority) and vice in the ingrained racism of Americans in Korea and the “absolute contempt” in
which most of them held Koreans.19 Furthermore, the same American society that fought for
freedom in Korea prohibited Koreans from entering the country in 1950 under existing racial
quotas, and denied naturalization to 3,000 Koreans who came to the United States before 1924.
Fifteen states prevented Korean-Caucasian marriages, eleven states refused to allow Koreans
to buy or own land, and twenty-seven occupations in New York City were proscribed to
Koreans.20One hastens to “give the other side,” to recite Korean virtues, to call up their long
history, high achievement, and love of moral virtue, to mitigate the unrelieved crudity of it all. But
any American who today drives a Hyundai Sonata, uses an LG computer, watches a Samsung
72” flat screen TV, shops at the ubiquitous fruit and vegetable stores in New York, the produce
perfectly arranged and shined to brilliance, or watches a son or daughter lose out at Harvard to
a Korean applicant, will presumably not need didactic aid. It was in fact the Americans quoted



above, tabula rasa on everything Asian but sure they were right, who were the barbarians.Such
attitudes shaped the battle, pitting young American soldiers by the millions against an enemy
that they were unprepared to fight, one that fought with rare courage, tenacity, and cunning. And
these attitudes shaped the behavior of the enemy, who commonly remarked that “the Americans
do not recognize Koreans as human beings.”21BURNING MEMORIESAlmost always, media
discussion of North Korea assumes that Washington is in a position of original innocence, and
the North is assiduously trying to obtain and then to use “weapons of mass destruction”—the
ubiquitous media trope for the arsenals of American enemies since the Cold War ended. Yet the
American record in Northeast Asia since the 1940s is one of consistent use of, or threats to use,
those same weapons. The United States is the only power ever to have used nuclear weapons
in anger, at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and for decades has consistently based its deterrence on
threats to use them again in Korea.“The Forgotten War” might better be called an unknown war.
As an historian of that war, what is indelible is the extraordinary destructiveness of the American
air campaigns again North Korea, ranging from the widespread and continuous use of
firebombing (mainly with napalm), to threats to use nuclear and chemical weapons, and finally to
the destruction of huge North Korean dams in the final stages of the war. Yet this episode is
largely unknown even to historians, let alone to the average citizen, and it never gets mentioned
in press analysis of the North Korean nuclear problem in the past decade. Korea is also
assumed to have been a limited war, but its prosecution bore a strong resemblance to the air
war against Imperial Japan in World War II, often directed by the same American military
leaders. If the atomic attacks against Hiroshima and Nagasaki have been examined from many
different perspectives, incendiary air attacks against Japanese and Korean cities have received
much less attention. Meanwhile America’s post–Korean War air power and nuclear strategy in
Northeast Asia are even less well understood, yet these strategies have dramatically shaped
North Korean choices and remain a key factor shaping its national security strategy today.In
1968 I was walking through the streets of Taejŏn, a city south of Seoul. On a street corner stood
a man (I think it was a man, or a woman with broad shoulders) who had a peculiar purple crust
on every visible part of his skin—thick on his hands, thin on his arms, fully covering his entire
head and face. He was bald, he had no ears or lips, and his eyes, lacking lids, were a grayish-
white, with no pupils. He had a sandwich-sign with a story that went on at some length; at the
time my Korean wasn’t good enough to understand it. But judging by the dates on the sign, it
clearly referred to some awful episode during the war. I did not know, until reading a recent book
on the American air campaigns in Korea,22 that this purplish crust resulted from a drenching
with napalm, after which the untreated victim’s body was left to somehow cure itself.Napalm was
invented at the end of World War II. It became a major issue during the Vietnam War, forwarded
by horrific photos of little kids running down the road naked, their skin peeling off. By 1968 Dow
Chemical Company, a major manufacturer of napalm, could not recruit employees on most
college campuses; fifteen years later when the chairman of my department asked if I would
object to an international studies grant from Dow Chemical, I said yes (and he accepted my



objections). Far more napalm was dropped on Korea, however, with much more devastating
effect, since the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) had many more populous cities
and urban industrial installations than did North Vietnam. Furthermore the U.S. Air Force loved it,
as attested to by many articles in “trade” journals of the time: J. Townsend, “They Don’t Like Hell
Bombs,” Armed Forces Chemical Journal (January 1951); “Napalm Jelly Bombs Prove a Blazing
Success in Korea,” All Hands (April 1951); also E. F. Bullene, “Wonder Weapon: Napalm,” Army
Combat Forces Journal (November 1952). In 2003 I participated in a conference with American
veterans of the Korean War. During a discussion about napalm, a survivor of the Changjin
(Japanese name, Chosin) Reservoir battle who lost an eye and part of a leg, said it was indeed a
nasty weapon—but “it fell on the right people.”Ah yes, the right people, as in a “friendly fire” drop
on a dozen American soldiers:Men all around me were burned. They lay rolling in the snow. Men
I knew, marched and fought with begged me to shoot them.... It was terrible. Where the napalm
had burned the skin to a crisp, it would be peeled back from the face, arms, legs . . . like fried
potato chips.23A bit later George Barrett of the New York Times found “a macabre tribute to the
totality of modern war” in a village north of Anyang (in South Korea):The inhabitants throughout
the village and in the fields were caught and killed and kept the exact postures they held when
the napalm struck—a man about to get on his bicycle, fifty boys and girls playing in an
orphanage, a housewife strangely unmarked, holding in her hand a page torn from a Sears-
Roebuck catalogue crayoned at Mail Order No. 3,811,294 for a $2.98 “bewitching bed jacket—
coral.”Dean Acheson wanted censorship authorities notified about this kind of “sensationalized
reporting,” so it could be stopped.24One of the first orders to burn towns and villages that I found
in the archives occurred in southeastern-most Korea, during heavy fighting along the Pusan
Perimeter in early August 1950, when American soldiers were also bedeviled by thousands of
guerrillas in their rear areas. On August 6, 1950, an American officer requested “to have the
following towns obliterated” by the Air Force: Chŏngsŏng, Chinbo, and Kusu-dong. B-29
strategic bombers were also called in for tactical bombing. On August 16, five groups of B-29s
hit a rectangular area near the front, full of towns and villages, creating an ocean of fire with
hundreds of tons of napalm. Another such call went out on the August 20. On August 26 we find
in this same source the single entry, “fired eleven villages.”25Reginald Thomson, a British
journalist, provided an unforgettable account of the nature of this war in his much-neglected
eyewitness account, Cry Korea. Thomson was sickened by the carnage of the American air war,
with the latest machined military might used against “an almost unarmed enemy, unable to
challenge the aircraft in the skies.” In September 1950, he wrote, “[H]andfuls of peasants defied
the immense weight of modern arms with a few rifles and carbines and a hopeless courage . . .
and brought down upon themselves and all the inhabitants the appalling horror of jellied petrol
bombs.” Every shot fired at the enemy, he said, “released a deluge of destruction. Every village
and township in the path of war was blotted out.” In such warfare, “the slayer needs merely touch
a button, and death is on the wing, blindly blotting out the remote, the unknown people,
holocausts of death, veritable mass productions of death, spreading an abysmal desolation over



whole communities.”Pilots were told to bomb targets that they could see to avoid hitting civilians,
but they frequently bombed major population centers by radar, or dumped off huge amounts of
napalm on secondary targets when the primary one was unavailable. In a major strike on the
industrial city of Hŭngnam on July 31, 1950, 500 tons of ordinance was delivered through clouds
by radar; the flames rose two or three hundred feet into the air. The Air Force dropped 625 tons
of bombs over North Korea on August 12, a tonnage that would have required a fleet of 250
B-17s in the Second World War. By late August, B-29 formations were dropping 800 tons a day
on the North.26 Much of the tonnage was pure napalm. From June to late October 1950, B-29s
unloaded 866,914 gallons of napalm. Air Force sources took delight in the virtues of this
relatively new weapon, introduced at the end of the previous war, joking about communist
protests and misleading the press about their “precision bombing.” They also liked to point out
that civilians were warned of the approaching bombers by leaflet, when all pilots knew these
were ineffective.27 This was mere prelude to the obliteration of most North Korean towns and
cities after China entered the war.The Chinese entry into the war caused an immediate
escalation of the air campaign. From early November 1950 onward, MacArthur ordered that a
wasteland be created between the fighting front and the Chinese border, destroying from the air
every “installation, factory, city, and village” over thousands of square miles of North Korean
territory. As a well-informed British attaché to MacArthur’s headquarters observed, except for
Najin near the Soviet border and the Yalu dams (both spared so as not to provoke Moscow or
Beijing), MacArthur’s orders were “to destroy every means of communication and every
installation and factories and cities and villages. This destruction is to start at the Manchurian
border and to progress south.” On November 8, 1950, seventy-nine B-29s dropped 550 tons of
incendiary bombs on Sinŭiju, “removing [it] from off the map”; a week later Hoeryŏng was hit with
napalm “to burn out the place.” By November 25, “a large part of [the] North West area between
Yalu River and southwards to enemy lines . . . is more or less burning”; soon the area would be a
“wilderness of scorched earth.”28This was all before the major Sino-Korean offensive that
cleared northern Korea of UN forces. When that began, the Air Force on December 14–15 hit
Pyongyang with seven hundred 500-pound bombs, napalm dropped from Mustang fighters, and
175 tons of delayed-fuse demolition bombs, which land with a thud and then blow up at odd
moments, when people are trying to rescue the dead from the napalm fires. At the beginning of
January, Ridgway again ordered the Air Force to hit the capital, Pyongyang, “with the goal of
burning the city to the ground with incendiary bombs” (this occurred in two strikes on January 3
and 5). As Americans retreated below the parallel, the scorched-earth policy of “torching”
continued, burning Ŭijŏngbu, Wŏnju, and other small cities in the South as the enemy drew near
them.29The Air Force also tried to decapitate the North Korean leadership. During the war on
Iraq in March 2003, the world learned about the “MOAB” bomb, nicknamed the “Mother of All
Bombs,” weighing in at 21,500 pounds with an explosive force of 18,000 pounds of TNT.
Newsweek put the bomb on its cover, under the title, “Why America Scares the World.”30 In the
desperate winter of 1950–51, Kim Il Sung and his closest allies were back where they started in



the 1930s, holed up in deep bunkers in Kanggye, near the Manchurian border. After failing to
find them for three months after the Inch’ŏn landing (an intelligence failure that included a carpet-
bombing campaign along the old Sino-Korean tributary route extending north from Pyongyang to
the border, on the assumption that they would flee to China), B-29s dropped “Tarzon” bombs on
Kanggye; this was an enormous new 12,000-pound bomb never deployed before.31 But it was a
mere firecracker compared to the ultimate fire weapons,32 atomic bombs.
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Allie Hastings, “Brilliant and witty. Recommended reading for all.. I think this book should be
required reading for all U.S. citizens. Cumings does an expert job reminding us of our troubled
(and brutal) history with the Korean peninsula, why it matters today, and he provides the reader
with a more empathetic (though not sympathetic) view of North Korea than the one we are
shown in the media. The book is a pretty quick read and Cumings is so witty I actually laughed
out loud several times. My only complaint is that it is a bit dated, seeing as Kim Jong-il was still in
power at the time of his writing, as was President Bush, and so there is no analysis of the U.S.
relationship with Kim Jong-un, which I would've liked. However, the basic premise of the book is
still as relevant today as it was when it was published, which speaks volumes for both Cumings'
knowledge and our seemingly endless cycle of saber-rattling and brinkmanship with the DPRK.”

R. L. Huff, “The Other Side. I've always enjoyed Bruce Cumings' iconoclastic take on Korean
(and US) affairs. His two-volume "Origins of the Korean War" remains, to me, the definitive
account of the postwar era and the escalation of a civil war into a superpower proxy "conflict,"
like Spain a generation before. In this slim update Cumings remains true to his passion.The very
notion that the North might have a "side" is bloody heresy in the West, and to more than a few
reviewers. Cumings concedes it's not a preferred place to live, with all the warmth and charm of
a 19th-century Prussian field barracks. But he does raise the uncomfortable history of what can
only be called war crimes, as US bombs and South Korean forces ravaged the countryside in
the early 1950s. Korea has a legacy of being "the hermit kingdom" of Asia; combined with the
psychosis of 20th-century total war, it's not hard to see why the North hides behind a curtain of
paranoia as well as iron.Whenever the West raises its hue and cry over the Kim family's nuclear
blackmail, one should recall that Pyongyang was literally bombed underground. When fingers
are pointed at a regime unable to feed itself, recall also the bombing of northern reservoirs that
flooded rice crops with the intention of destroying the North through famine.It may so happen
that North and South Korea unite, as did East and West Germany. One can only hope that it will
be accomplished with more dignity, and not leave the poor relation stripped to the skin and
thrown to the wolves in a political-economic Anschluss. Total indifference to the fate of ordinary
people is the hallmark of "post-socialist transitions." After all the people of the North have lived
and suffered through, author Cumings (and myself) state they deserve better.”

scooter wey, “Excellent book. How refreshing that a highly respected academic power-house like
Bruce Cummings can cur through the usual anti-North Korea bias and propaganda, and tell the
story of what happened in Korea and how it happened, with honesty and clear-headedness that
exposes the many popular myths and assumptions about North Korea to be nothing more than
complete fantasy with no historical base. North Korea sits behind a tightly locked door. But is the
door being held fast from the inside or the outside- and why?”



janice silver, “Excellent book very informative. What a brilliant book, so informative really gave
an insight into life in north Korea. Really good”

Shaka, “Great read. A must read for those interested in North Korea - Cumings is very detailed
and still interesting”

Legbamusic, “Excellent introduction to (North) Korea. This is a more than welcome book in times
when we are bombarded sensationalist "news" day and night by the Western media. The author,
an expert in Korea -who holds no sympathy for communism- gives a balanced account of (north)
Korean recent history (North gores between brackets because Korea is an indivisible unit, and
the "two" Koreas have been a somewhat distorted mirror image of one another). Particularly
interesting is his focus on the role of the US in configuring Eastern Asia geopolitics and their
nefarious role in the multiple crises, that have been more of a hindrance to unification than
anything else.The basic line of argument is that we are told that North Korea is this nightmare
dictatorship of which very few people know about -while in reality there is plenty of (classified)
information on it, but there is a policy to deliberately exaggerate and distort reality in order to
obscure the real issues at stake in the Korean protracted crisis. He argues, however, that the
media and decision makers have been consistently ignorant of Korean reality and they often
resort to cliches that do not stand the test of reality.What comes across is a nuanced approach
to understand properly this garrison State as a product of its own history -two vicious
anticolonial struggles, betrayals from their "communist" allies, and a constant threat both from
South Korea and the US. There's nothing crazy about North Korea, but it is a logical product of a
tough history. North Korea needs to be seen beyond manichaestic binary terms such as "good
and evil" (that have unfortunately become common currency under the current War on Terro
ideology) and beyond the misinformed and ludicrous media lens.Finally, I just want to say that by
far this is the best book I've come across on the subject, being also highly accessible for any
reader, and after it you will start unsderstanding much better what we read in the media
constantly of North Korean tensions, etc. This is a genuine attempt to UNDERSTAND a whole
nation labeled as terrorist by the US -a welcome effort at a time when we tend to judge others
from very narrow parameters (and more often that not, with no moral authority whatsoever).
Much better than reading sensationalist diatribes like "Nothing to Envy" that will leave you with a
taste that you really didn't learn anything -save a few individual cases taken in isolation and out
of context (and topped with a supine ignorance of Korean history or society). Without
understanding the complexity of Korean life, without understanding its history, without
understanding its culture, it is impossible to understand why a regime like that of Kim Jong Il can
exist in the 21st Century -without any sign of it going away anytime soon. Bruce Cummings is the
man to give you a good glimpse on all this.”
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